CONVOCATION

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 18th — 12 noon
Frank Wins Presidency; Yancey, Vazquez, Hornberger, Burgess Triumph

Parents Day Sunday Deemed As Successful

On Sunday, December 14, 1969, the Radio station has not re-...
Baruch Turned On: At Drug Symposium

By Viva Stein and Wendy Erde

On Thursday, December 11, Baruch College became the site of a drug symposium. An estimated 200 members of the student body attended the session, organized by the Committee on Higher Education and Development at the college. Speakers included Mr. Luis Gallego, the assistant director of the Alcoholism Research Foundation; Mr. Jon S. Jonas, the New York State Assemblyman for the 37th Assembly District; and Dr. Bryan B. K. W. Porter, the director of the Alcoholism Research Foundation.

Mr. Gallego, in his remarks, stated that the college should not be used as a place for drug experimentation. "The college is a place for learning, he said. It is not a place for experimentation on our physical and mental health."

Mr. Jonas spoke of his experiences with the effects of drugs on the human body. "After each attempt at rehabilitation, he said, "I would end up on the streets." He mentioned how the use of drugs can lead to a cycle of despair and hopelessness, and how the college can play a role in breaking that cycle.

Dr. Porter discussed the effects of drugs on the brain and how drug use can lead to serious brain damage. "The use of drugs can lead to a lifetime of dependency," he said. "It is not worth the risk." He also spoke of the need for more research into the effects of drugs on the human body.

The symposium was held in the Student Life Center and was attended by students, faculty, and members of the community. It was organized by the Committee on Higher Education and Development at Baruch College.
We would like to express our appreciation to Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Ulitz, Mr. Pearl, and the staff of the Registrar.

It is now a smooth, quick and organized procedure not Mark Frank's responsibility.

The question is, are they willing?

As Student Council President, I urge its members to involve itself in the development of the students.

The only major snag in the process could be re-

We would like to express our appreciation to Mr. Ferguson & Mr. Ulitz. Many thanks to them.

As sections are being opened, closed, and re-

The English Qualifying Exam for exemption from English 106 will be held on Wednesday, December 18th from 13:00 to 20:00 in room 85A.

Only transfer students who have successfully completed 6 or more English Composition credits are eligible to take this exam. New Baruch students who have three transfer credits of English Composition must take this exam.

Baruch students who received less than "C" in English 106 are not eligible for this examination.

VOTE WEDNESDAY
"WHEN A SINGER PAINTS" see the exhibition of ORIGINAL PAINTINGS by RICHIE HAVENS

DECEMBER 15 thru 23
NORTH LOUNGE, S.C.

THE TICKER

Tuesday, December 16, 1969

CLUB NEWS

KNIGHT ROUGE celebrates its Fourth Annual Christmas Party on Friday, December 19, at 9:30. For the past three years, Knight Rouge has been held at 5:40 pm on Friday afternoon. This Thursday, the KNIGHT ROUGE will hold afternoon meetings for officers to reside 1983, during club hours. Please attend the meeting by the end of December as a Knight Rouge event to be associated with the Class of '70.

CHAPTER II, a new type of social organization — not a fratern- ize; or a house plan — but a social event itself. Close to what it used to be at Feller's, on December 19th, at 8 pm. Administrative officers will be in attendance.

LETTERS will hold a meeting on Wednesday, December 16th, at 5 pm, in the Lehigh office of the Mariner and will present the movie "Mako Shark" and a discussion, sponsored by SORLA.

Friday, December 19th, from 10-4, the Custer-Communist will be held at the Rosarian, David McMillan, the president and member of the students for the day.

WASHINGTON HOTEL will host a Christmas Party on Friday, December 19th, in the Lehigh office of the Mariner and the student center. The cover charge is one dollar and one dollar for all the beer you can drink. The party will be sponsored by the War Registers League, will speak on nonviolent resistance to the war, present the movie "Mein Kampf," and a discussion, sponsored by the Class of '70. The School requires that the School does not guarantee any financial aid for these openings may be used to try to make members of these programs available for officers in room 1203, during club hours. Planned for the end of December is a Christmas Party to be co-sponsored with the Class of '70, and all the beer you can drink.

THE SCOTT HAVEN is 'conducted by campus consensus.'

THE BUMBLE BEE will place at the GREYHOUND BATH from 9-11:30, THE BUMBLE BEE will feature a live band and all the beer you can drink. THE BUMBLE BEE will be open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number.

December 16th, from 10-4, the Custer-Communist will be held at the Rosarian, David McMillan, the president and member of the students for the day.

THE SCOTT HAVEN is 'conducted by campus consensus.'

THE BUMBLE BEE will place at the GREYHOUND BATH from 9-11:30, THE BUMBLE BEE will feature a live band and all the beer you can drink. THE BUMBLE BEE will be open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number.

CAMPAIGN POLL . (Continued from Page 2)

The School requires that the School does not guarantee any financial aid for these openings may be used to try to make members of these programs available for officers in room 1203, during club hours. Planned for the end of December is a Christmas Party to be co-sponsored with the Class of '70, and all the beer you can drink.

THE BUMBLE BEE will place at the GREYHOUND BATH from 9-11:30, THE BUMBLE BEE will feature a live band and all the beer you can drink. THE BUMBLE BEE will be open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number.

THE SCOTT HAVEN is 'conducted by campus consensus.'

THE BUMBLE BEE will place at the GREYHOUND BATH from 9-11:30, THE BUMBLE BEE will feature a live band and all the beer you can drink. THE BUMBLE BEE will be open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number/ "THE BUMBLE BEE will open by your ticket number.
Interview...

Magazine journalism there is a greater opportunity for journalistic quality. How are you when in Rome, where you are much against SOCP as you are today?

T: We are here in America, where we are very much against SOCP. We are here in America, where we are very much against SOCP. We are here in America, where we are very much against SOCP. What happened in the military in the United States? What happened in the military in the United States? What happened in the military in the United States? What happened in the military in the United States?

G: Yes, I have to say that I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States. I was in the military in the United States.

T: Do you think that there is such a thing as national pride?

G: Well, I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride. I don't think that there is such a thing as national pride.
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STONY BROOK PEOPLE
RICHIE HAVENS